Personal Best
TOP DESIGNERS OPEN THEIR DOORS
ESSENTIALS

1 Andrea Michaelson Design's engraved-metal and metallic-stone tiles bring a distinctive texture and sheen to your interiors. Pictured are samples of the copper and nickel metallic stones, the engraved-fencing metal plate in burnished brass (far left), and the engraved-turf metal plate in antiqued silver. The tiles are all suitable for wet or dry applications; to the trade. andreamichaelsondesign.com, 310-908-2800

2 Designer Fu-Tung Cheng devised the shapely Okeanito hood as part of his limited-edition collection for Zephyr Ventilation. The 48"-w. fixture is outfitted with dimmable LED lights and comes in black-mirror-stainless (shown), rose-gold, or stainless-steel finishes, as well as in two smaller sizes; to the trade. zephyronline.com, 888-980-8368

3 Enamel number plates from Kaufmann Mercantile have been handcrafted by the same French family-owned company for more than a century. Available in white (pictured) and navy, they measure 4" x 6", $18 each. kaufmann-mercantile.com, 844-716-8511

4 Provençal charm meets serious culinary capability in Lacanche's Citeaux range. Handmade in Burgundy, France, the 59.25"-w. porcelain-enamel stove features dual-fuel heating and a customizable cooktop. Shown in olive with brass trim, it comes in 24 colors; from $12,800. frenchrangen.com, 800-570-2433

5 Semiprecious black agate accents add aegine flair to the classic silhouette of the Nanz Co.'s deck-mounted sink fittings. The set is offered in several finishes, including burnished brass (above); to the trade. nanz.com, 212-367-7000 — HADLEY KELLER